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ABSTRACT

1,
The effects of He impurities on the low-temperature properties

of normal liquid He are explored. It is argued that these effects should

manifest themselves in, among other properties, the liquid structure factor

at very low temperatures and momentum transfers, the acoustic impedance

near the transition region from the zero- to the first-sound regime, the

propagation of sound, the phase diagram, and the magnetic properties -

• including the magnetokinetic coefficients of the spin-polarized system.

Several experiments are suggested to detect these macroscopic manifestations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Consider a container of liquid He. Suppose that a few He atoms

are added to it. Two questions then arise: Will these isotopic impurities

affect the properties of the He system in any conspicuous manner? And, if

so, how can their effects "be detected experimentally? These and related

questions constitute the theme of the present work. In attempting to answer

them, if only partially, we shall confine our attention for the time being

to normal He below Its Fermi degeneracy temperature T . This defines the

temperature regime as ~ 1 *: T « 100 mK at saturated vapour pressure and

slightly higlrer T at elevated pressures.

Such questions should in general be rhetorical. After all, it is

well established that, in a binary mixture, even tiny fractions of a minority

component can substantially distort the structure factor of the pure host

liquid, especially in the long-wavelength limit 1\ Likewise, it has

recently been discovered that the rate at which negative ions nucleate

quantized vortex rings in Hell is dramatically altered by the presence of

He isotopic impurities, even at the exceedingly low levels (one or two atoms

per 10 ) found in naturally-occurring helium . Other equally dramatic

effects of Ke impurities on certain properties of Hell have been reported ,

although for some reason or another they have not been widely cited. Perhaps

a striking example of more immediate relevance is the well-known precipitation

of a superfluid film of He on the solid surface of a container of liquid He

by even the smallest concentrations of He impurities. This film causes a

drastic decrease - by orders of magnitude - in the interaction of 3He with the
It)solid surface

Clearly, then, the questions posed above should in general be

automatically considered. However, for dilute He- He solutions, the

consensus of opinion has been for a very long time that the He impurities

hardly affect the 3He host: the solubility of He in 3He at the low

temperatures considered here is almost infinitesimal ; and, at any rate,

most of these He atoms are simply condensed on to the container walls ,

as already stated. Almost invariably, therefore, it is tacitly assumed that

in liquid- He experiments at very lov temperatures there are no discernible
L

effects of the He impurities.

nonetheless, in this and subsequent papers, we shall dispute the

current assumption and attempt to re-examine the whole issue. Our programme

is two-fold. First, we aim at predicting new effects of He impurities in

(normal) liquid He and suggesting appropriate experiments to detect them.
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And, second, we shall look for hitherto unsuspected effects in the 3He data

already available. Since this entails a revisit of practically the whole

field, it is undoubtedly a formidable programme. Therefore, we can do no

more at the moment than present some tentative ideas and fragmentary cal-

culations, hoping to develop them more rigorously later. These ideas and

calculations are discussed in Sec.II; the experiments suggested are

summarized in Sec.Ill; whereas the relevant mathematical manipulations are

relegated to four appendices at the end.

II. SOME OBSERVABLE He-IMPURITY EFFECTS IH LIQUID 3He

In the temperature range specified above, a quasiparticle picture

is valid for the He atoms (as indeed it is for the \e host) ^ >°'.

Consider two such atoms in the He bath with a relative separation K.

Then, as established previously , their effective interaction in real space,

H Hconsists of the bare He- He potential, V,. (R), plus an oscillatory

term:

In this expression g f is the Fermi energy of the He component, Q is twice

the magnitude kj, of the Fermi wave vector, and a is the familiar He- He

volume differential coefficient. All these quantities are, of course, pressure

dependent. For example, kp = 0.79, 0.88 A"1 at 0,27 atm. 1 0' Further, as

the pressure is increased from aero to 20 atra, a decreases from about

0.29 t o * 0.18. l:L)'l2)

Several comments are in order here. First, the foregoing oscillatory

contribution can easily be tracea back to the sharp discontinuity in the

momentum distribution at the Fermi surface^ which gives rise to the

well-known logarithmic singularity in the {linear) response x(q) of the

Fermi system to a perturbation at q = Q. Second, for small R the bare,

pressure-independent potential dominates: the short-range strongly-repulsive

term is several orders of magnitude greater than typical liquid-helium energies;

whereas for large R the predominant term is *v -A cos(2k^,E)/(2lL,R) ,

A being HnS_ at zero external pressure and somewhat larger at higher
k

pressures. Finally, in deriving Eq.(1), the two interacting He atoms are

assumed to be instantaneously fixed. More precisely, however, there should

16)

be added to this interaction a non-local, velocity-dependent term denoting
1,

the interaction between the backflow currents associated with the moving He

atoms. As each impurity atom moves slowly through the He sea, a dipolar

flow pattern is generated round the impurity in such a manner as to cancel

the longitudinal current induced by its motion at large distances. The total

current is thereby conserved, as it must. In addition to conserving the

current, the velocity-dependent backflow term is necessary to account for

the fairly appreciable effective mass of a He quasiparticle (which, however,

is rather poorly known) : a purely static V would imply that the

interaction energy remains constant when the quasiparticles are accelerated

with respect to the \s background, in which case V would not contribute
17)

to the inertial mass. Both these crucial points have long been

recognized in other contexts - including classical hydrodynamics,

Hell, 19''2°) and dilute 3He-HeII mixtures. 2 1'« 2 2) The latter systems

are particularly germane: the results already established for them are

readily adaptable to the present case; they indicate that the backflow-

backflow term is relatively small ana repulsive. Accordingly, it should

enhance some of the effects caused by the long-range oscillations in V .

As explicit calculations will immediately show , these oscillations

are too insignificant to affect the bulk properties of the He host, which

are dominated by the short-range part of the interparticle interaction.

Nevertheless, we believe that they should manifest themselves in non-

equilibrium properties of the system as well as in collective phenomena.

Their effects should even be more pronounced in the spin-polarized system.

Besides, since they are susceptible to the influence of external fields such

as pressure and magnetic field, it may be possible to magnify them by

applying these fields. We shall now attempt to demonstrate all this by

investigating certain especially interesting properties.

2.1 The liquid structure factor, S(<a,T)

It has been recognized for some time now that, in the present

temperature regime, Fermi surface effects might be observable in S{q,T).

In particular, the singularity in x(i) at q = 2kj, arising from the sharp

Fermi surface should reveal itself as a discontinuous second derivative of

S(q,T) at this q. Not surprisingly, then, the results of X-ray scattering

experiments at low T and q = 2kp are anxiously awaited.

In addition, we claim that He-impurity effects should be discernible

in the zero-T and zero-q limits - a region which is exceedingly difficult

to probe experimentally, involving as it does small-angle scattering at very

-3-
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25) 26)low temperatures, ?'' Theoretically, the limiting form of S(q.,O) is
27}

expected to be linear in q ;• it is given by

U 1T
(2)

where the coefficient y Is unity for the ideal Fermi gas but considerably

less for the dense system, thanks to the strong correlations there. In

fact, for liquid He,
28) 29)

Fermi liquid theory to be 0.575 at exceedingly low pressures .

has been calculated within the framework of Landau's

A

particularly Illuminating point in this calculation is that almost 99% of

Y (ft! 0.571) arises from the zero-sound contribution; the continuous

quasipartlcle-quasihole background contributes only x~L%. At high pressures

the l a t t e r contribution even vanishes altogether. This slight variation

with pressure can be Incorporated quite elegantly by rewriting Eq..(2) in

the form
30)

(3)

where

u-{ix ) being the speed of zero ( f i rs t ) second and nu the bare He mass; at

high pressures, u -u a* 0, and u* i s then the aero-sound speed.

Our claim is based on the fact that even the smallest concentration

of He impurities should limit or "frustrate" the mean-free path of He

quasipartioles, with the result that u* will increase and -y will decrease

accordingly. We have crudely estimated this decrease at ^ 5 $ , so that

our prediction for y is ^ 0.55. Needless to say, a l l the preceding

calculations and estimates use the currently acceptable values of the Fermi

liquid parameters '> vJ> >m Consequently, they may have to be reviewed

in the light of the recent Helsinki measurements for the heat capacity of
3He. 3 1^

-5-

2.2 The acoustic impedance, Z

This is generally defined as the product pu, where p is the density

of the liquid ana u is either u or u - depending on whether we are

in the low-temperature, collisionless regime or the higher-temperature,

hydrodynamic regime. Physically, it is a measure of the sonic energy

radiated into an acoustic medium by a vibrating surface (for example, a

quartz crystal). In a normal liquid this energy appears as waves of first

sound. In liquid He, however, this is the case only at relatively high T;

at sufficiently low T the sonic energy flows primarily as zero sound (together

with a small contribution from single-particle modes which, as asserted in

the previous subsection, vanishes completely at elevated pressures).

32)To our knowledge , the only available measurements of Z for thia

system date from the mid-sixties: Z was measured as a function of temperature

under both the saturated vapour pressure and higher preBSureB .

A thorough analysis of these measurements was undertaken) ^ following
39)the earlier work carried out on the basis of Landau's theory in connection

with a calculation of the thermal boundary. (Kapitza) resistance between

solids and He. The prime reason for this intense interest was that, prior
LiO)

to the first direct observation of zero sound , the acoustic-impedance

measurements provided the sole experimental evidence on this mode of sound-

As T is reduced, the transition from the first- to the zero-sound regime

appears as a sharp increase in Z (which diminishes with increasing pressure).

Curiously, however, the increase observed experimentally is somewhat larger

than accounted for theoretically, and the discrepancy has not been
pp \

satisfactorily resolved so far.

We conjecture that the source of this discrepancy is again the •

neglect of He-impurity effects which are, of course, nothing but those

already discussed in 2.1. They should enhance the computed magnitude of

the jump in Z by about 5%- At any event, a more refined experiment

is called for to justify a rigorous theoretical analysis.

2.3 Sound propagation

The foregoing assertions motivate us to study the propagation of sound

in dilute He- He solutions in more general terms. This we do by invoking

the powerful theory of wave propagation in random media, which - so far

as we know - is being applied in the present context for the first time.

Although we shall focus attention on first sound, the treatment is quite

general and should be valid for other sound modes as well. In particular,

it is worth recalling the formal analogy between first and second sound

-6-



already exploited most fruitfully in dilute 3He-HeII solutions: 12'' '* 3'

the latter sound mode can be thought of as a locally adiabatic motion (the

entropy being constant} of the He quasiparticles in the He background.

This analogy may best be drawn by introducing such quantities as the osmotic

pressure and the He density relative to pure He.

The starting point is a suitable Lagrangian density ot for the system:

I . SfW](»*)' -(»*)
(5)

{ I
(9)

vhere n(r) = - — P j r ' may be regarded as a random "refractive index" of

the medium. The wave equation (6) then reads

where p is the average density of the system, K i t s average bulk modulus,
and i|i is some vave function whose physical import is elaborated below.
The Friedel-type oscillations are incorporated through the terms Sp(r)
and fiic(r). Clearly, the f i r s t term on the right-hand side of Eq.(5) is
Just the kinetic-energy density; whereas the second is the potential energy
density arising from the strain field in the medium.

The corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations of motion then lead at
once to the following wave equation:

y't - (10)

This can also be recast In terms of the local density p{r). Assuming a

harmonic time dependence M S

and i s related to the speed u^

we have

for p(r ) , where u is the frequency
through a mean wave number kQ (u^ * cu

, 0 .
Cn)

(6)

Since a quasipartiele picture is valid for liquid He in the temperature

regime being considered, we can use the standard expression for the pressure

of an Ideal Fermi gas (albeit with an effective mass m", rather than the bare

mass m,) - namely,

(7)

The solution of Eqs.(lO) and (11) can be determined in the standard
manner . For our present i l lus t ra t ive purposes, i t is more than adequate
to invoke the Born approximation which retains only the f irst term in the
perturbation expansion of the wave equation. Physically this Is a Bingle-
scattering approximation which ignores multiple-scattering effects. I t
leads to the following expression for the scattering cross-section per .

unit volume ;.1*1}

In order to derive an expression for K ;

,4 f
Ji <HCT)HCT')>"«' J

( i 2 )

(6)

Here g is the spin-degeneracy factor ( = 2 ) , £2 the bulk volume, and

p = H/fl . Eq. (8) relates it (or, equivalently, the average compressibility

if"1) to the density. It follows that

•£* , 1? denoting the incident and scattered wave vectors, respectively,
Inc' sc "*

and the angular brackets < > representing configuratlonal averaging.

Eq. {12) is essentially the Fourier transform of the correlation function

<^n(r) n(r')) ; it is evaluated in Appx.A. The final result for the total

cross-section o is

-7-
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1*8) 1*9)

(13)

\>(0) being the density of states at the Fermi surface for pure liquid He.

In this expression there are terms proportional to k_, k,. ana k:? . The
• U u U

fi rs t of these (~ui ) reflects the usual Rayleigh scattering for isolated

point-like scatterers; the other two have arisen because the Friedel-type

oscillations now endow the scatteres with an extended structure. This

deviation from the Hayleigh formula should be detectable by, say, X-ray

scattering. Alternatively, we may examine the attenuation length =

(N^a^/R) , where K̂  is the number of He impurities in the medium.

It is instructive to compare the present approach with that of
l4.lt)

Brooker and Sykes vhich is based on the Boltzmann kinetic equation.

These authors consider the problem of disturbing a Fermi liquid in an

arbitrary fashion at -time t = 0, then allowing the particle distribution

to relax freely at t > 0. For a position-dependent perturbation, as in

our case, they find that the disturbance contains sound waves as well

as a non-propagating component. The latter represents a uniform, non-

decaying increase in temperature. We therefore infer that the Friedel-type

I4 3
oscillations in our system should enhance the He solubility in liquid He.
This is a central issue to which we shall now turn.

2.1* The phase diagram

Semi-empirical considerations have led to the conclusion that, in
h 3 It 3

He- He mixtures, the concentration of He atoms in the He-rich phase
decreases exponentially with T according to the expression '

V (HO

-J 1 ,
By contrast, the He concentration in the He-rich phase tends to a non-

1*6)1+7)
vanishing constant in the low-T limit:

(1+ «4 + 14T ).
(15)

These expressions, whose general form has also been derived from general

thermodynamic considerations for isotopic hard sphere Fensi-Bose mixtures

can be understood in terms of the binding energies involved . At low

T a single He atom is more strongly bound to liquid He than to He - which

explains why He atoms dissolve in Hell; however, a He-concentration of

Z.6.5% at zero pressure and somewhat higher at elevated pressures is

sufficient for the Fermi energy of the He fluid to balance the binding-

energy difference at absolute zero - hence the limiting He solubility in

k 1* 1
Hell. Conversely, a He atom is more tightly bound to He than to He,

h li

so that a local He-rich composition results near each He atom; in the

absence of thermal agitation at very low T, this appears macroseopically

as an almost vanishing He solubility in He. We remark, in passing, that
the figures 0.85 and O.56 in Eq. (lit) are rather uncertain. The term

•3/0 I
0.85 T ' is simply (lUj , where A is the thermal wavelength for

1+ *-l/2

a He quasiparticle — m^ , which is poorly known. Likewise,the

exponent 6 = O.56. denoting the difference between the He- He and He- He

"binding energies, is not very well established .
The new element in the picture just described is, we claim, the

presence of long-range Friedel-type oscillations. As we have argued, these
1* T

should increase the He solubility in He. In particular, they induce
23)

a net repulsion in V --.(R) at certain values of E, thereby reducing the
It 4
He- He "affinity" - an effect which seems to become more pronounced at

elevated pressures. We are now in the process of estimating the resulting

increase in x,. If this turns out to be significant enough, it will have

the far-reaching implication that the right-hand side of the T-x phase

diagram for He- He mixtures should be modified by some "kink" in the low-T

regime.

2.5 The magnetic properties

Except for occasional allusions to the pressure, we have so far

neglected the possible effects of external fields on dilute He- He solutions.

A magnetic field would be especially interesting in this context, since Tie

atoms are spin-— fermions. In the presence of such a field, several
2 It

revealing experiments may be performed to probe the consequences of He

impurities in normal liquid He. Among those which immediately spring to

mind are HME experiments and scattering of slow neutrons. The former will

be examined in a future paper; here we shall concentrate on the scattering

of slow neutrons by our partially ordered system.

-9- -10-



We start with the pressure-dependent chemical potential u of the

He component . In the presence of He impurities this becomes (Appx.B)

lit - N, Cl-<)
2 (16)

On applying the magnetic field if, we have (Appx.C)

(17)

where IJ (0) is just-the expression given in Eq.. (16), and 1? is the magnetic

moment of a He atom. In deriving Eq.(lT) »e have used the fact that, the

magnetic energy wH is very much less than the Fermi energy fep even

for the highest fields attainable in the laboratory. For example, near the

solidification pressure ( « 33 atm), T p "* 179 mK; since as 0.8 mK/tesla

(fcg being Boltamann's constant), uH will not be comparable to t = kT^,

unless H =j 225 teslas, which is more than ten times larger than the highest

continuous fields available terrestrially.

Hext, we calculate the differential cross-section for elastic neutron
52)

scattering. Following the standard treatment , and introducing Friedel-

type oscillations, we finally obtain a "background" term that is of no special

interest, plus another contribution -*> H which is associated with these

oscillations (Appx.D):

Jr
(18)

tlffl ...

(19)

where if is the magnetic moment of a neutron, cos<t> = ti-q and 8 is the
n

scattering angle. Thus, neutron-scattering experiments in the presence of

magnetic fields should detect the Friedettype oscillations brought about
1,

by He impurities.

-11-

It is worth noting that the spin polarization in our system remains

small - in spite of the well-known enhancement of the paramagnetic

susceptibility. As can be inferred from the preceding estimates, under

conditions of thermal equilibrium, it is impossible to produce, even with

the highest continuous magnetic fields available { c* 23 teslas), more than

10% polarization at the lowest T and near the solidification pressure. How-

ever, following some recent brilliant theoretical reasoning and

subsequent experimental confirmation ?''"> s we m a y n o w obtain a strongly-

polarized liquid 3He. The key idea is to start with highly polarized

solid He which, to a first approximation, is a simple Curie paramagnet;

polarization would be ft> 90?! at It mK and 7 teslas. If the solid could then

be melted in a time considerably less than the relaxation time of the

magnetization, the liquid should preserve the magnetization of the solid.

Two interesting questions suggest themselves. The first concerns
58)

V and its modified form for the polarized system \ in particular,

we note that the Friedel-type oscillations are spin dependent. The second

question is related to the magnetokinetic effects, already studied in a

different context . As H is increased, the mean free path of

quasiparticles with spins directed along H increases. This happens because

the Pauli exclusion principle precludes the mutual scattering of these quasi-

particles; their effective scattering results only from those whose spins

are opposite to H, which decrease in number with increasing H. The

corresponding magnetokinetic effects are specially pronounced in the kinetic

coefficients that are proportional to the mean free path. However, this

picture ignores the He impurities whose presence will increase the effective

scattering quite substantially - thereby reducing the mean free path and the

corresponding kinetic coefficients. It should be possible to verify our

claim experimentally,as we have seen.

III. SUMMARY AMD COEfCLUSIOH

In this work we have attempted to explore semi-quantitatively the
k 3

effects of He impurities on selected properties of normal liquid He at

very low temperatures. We have argued that these effects, comprising the

Friedel-type oscillations which dominate the long-range behaviour of the
It kHe- He effective interaction, should be detectable in a variety of experiments.
Among the most pertinent of these are:

-12-



1) X-ray scattering to probe the liquid structure factor S(q_,T) at

q « 2kj, ana T - * 0.

2) The acoustic impedance Z and i ts sharp increase near the transition

region from the zero- to the first-sound regime.

3) X-ray scattering to detect the deviation from the usual Rayleigh

scattering, which should he caused by the Friedel-type oscillations.

It) Scattering of polarized slow neutrons by the magnetically ordered

system.

5) Investigation of the magnetokinetie coefficients of the strongly

spin-polarized system.

These experiments should demonstrate that dilute He- He solutions are no

less bizarre and interesting than their more renowned liquid-helium counter-

parts.

Finally, since our present assertion may have far-reaching

implications if proven to be correct, we are now trying to establish the

foregoing arguments on a more rigorous basis. At the same time, we are

studyingthe effects of dimensionality in our system: What are the con-

sequences of making one dimension of the system progressively smaller?
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APPEKDIX A

The scattering cross-section a

The scattering cross-section per unit volume is given by Eq.(12).

In the low-concentration limit of He in liquid He, the correlation amon

the sparsely-distributed He particles can be neglected, so that

1 Sf(f)

where q E k\ - k and q = 2k sin(8/2), 9 being the smaller angle between

the incident and scattered wave vectors. Apart from a factor 2/3p, the last

integral is simply the Fourier transform of the change in the He density
h

induced by the presence of a He impurity. This, in turn, is equal to

V, (Q) w l lere L , is the effective interaction in momentum space

between a He- He quas ipar t lc le pa i r ; in the long wavelength l imi t only

Vi , (q = 0) need enter our expressions - which may be represented by the
43 î -j 7)-9)

S-wave forward scattering amplitude for thiB pair, a , given by

Fur ther ,
9) ,62)

or, in the low-q limit,

Thus,

- -IT

. i! I , (± ->-



Finally, the total cross-section <J is determined from the expression APPENDIX B

or a it \ in the presence of He impurities

which readily yields Eq.(13). For the pure system of ^ weakly-interacting 3He quasipartieles

at T = 0, the density is given by

S? -ft'
t

In the presence of H, He impurities, however, we should add to the right-

hand side the term N,(l-a)/flj where (1-a) is a measure of the relative

amount of He displaced by each He impurity, and is related through a

modified Friedel sum rule to the phase shifts characterizing the

scattering of the impurity with a fermion at the Fermi surface. Eq.(16)

then follows at once.

-15- -16-



APPENDIX C

]J_, as a function of H

In t he presence of a magnetic f i e l d H p o i n t i n g , say, upward along

the p o s i t i v e z - a x i s , we have two decoupled spec ies : spin-up ( t ) He atoms

and spin-down ( i ) atoms. The corresponding s i n g l e - p a r t i c l e energies are

so that

Thus,

which, upon integrating ana using the 'binomial theorem, reduces immediately
to

Here we have employed the fact that, even for the highest H attainable in
the laboratory^ uH -«iTl(O). Simple manipulations then lead to Eq.(17).

-IT-

APPENDIX D

The differential cross-section do/dfl

Our dilute He- He mixture is bombarded with a flux of slow neutrons.
The whole set-up is placed in a. magnetic field which polarizes the neutrons
and magnetizes (partially) the He atoms. The density oscillations induced
by He impurities act as a "diffraction grating", and the scattering process
occurs by virtue of the interaction between the neutron magnetic moment i?

3 -» n

and that of He, ti- In this derivation we shall follow closely the steps
outlined in a different context by Callavay ,

We s tar t with the Hamiltonian J^' for a single scattering event:

lw.h') -

r* "being the He-neutron separation. Clearly, the first two terms on the
right constitute a dipole-dipole interaction, while the remaining term is
a contact interaction.

The differential cross-section is given by

where k. (k ) is the wave vector of the incident (scattered) neutron, and
i(f) is the initial (final) state:

h>

s denoting the state of the density oscillations of the system, and t

indicating that the incident neutrons are polarized along the direction of

the applied magnetic field (say, vertically upward). For convenience, we

consider only the probability of scattering without any spin flip, and only

elastic scattering - in which ease k. = k 5 k . The Hamiltonian ^ may

lae expressed in the form

zx'cy = , 2
J J

-18-



p*. 'being the magnetic moment operator for the Jth He atom and ?, theJ Jn
position of that atom with respect to the neutron 5 ? - 3? .

Defining q* = k^ -

, we obtain - after some straightforward mathematics -
and noting that it* commutes with if,

vhere the magnetisation operator M = M(q) is specified by

At any point ?,

I t follows that

cos if being u -q.

For pure He, p(?) is simply the uniform density p = p + p

that Ppure(?) = p"6(q). On the other hand, for the "*He-3He system,

f Ci) T) t CTJ ] •

Thus,

<flJCli>

The first term on the right gives rise to the "'background" contribution

and is inconsequential for subsequent discussion - unlike

Friedel'

background
the second term which leads to (do/dil)

-19-

Now, as explained in Appx.A,

where q. = 2k sin(6/2), 8 being the scattering angle.

..i,

From Appx.C J

, , , . « „ . (
Further, in the low-q. l imi t ,

i- . I•T*t '

t?) =
T ' *tf i t 1

/

Finally, substituting this in the above expression for ds/dil ,
we obtain the differential cross-section (dc/dn)F j . l e d e l given in Eq. (19).

-20-
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